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Labyrinth Meditation 

Archeological evidence reveals the use of Labyrinths for over 3,000 years. Across the ages 
and the globe, various civilizations use Labyrinths for ritual walking, walking meditation, 
sacred ceremony, or to mark rites of passage. They symbolically represent the journey of 
life, for an individual or a collective community.  

The concentric circle arrangement of the labyrinth is carefully designed using principles of 
sacred geometry. That sacred design engages the attention and energy of the 
pilgrimaging walker through the channels of the Labyrinth inward to the center point, then 
conversely outward again. 

In modern applications, the Labyrinth resurfaced with contemporary relevancy for 
meaningful experiences such as: 
* A meditative path for prayer, inspiration, contemplation 
* A means to honor a particular event or passage in one's life 
* A way to acknowledge the natural cycle of the seasons and the year 
* A means of individual pilgrimage 
* A sacred space for rituals of self-awareness, transitions, blessings, and celebrations 

Traditionally, Labyrinths are constructed as a landscape feature. For modern and 
convenient purposes, traceable “Finger Labyrinths” emerged as effective ways to receive 
the reflective and contemplative benefits of a Labyrinth when walking one is not possible.  
Today, in meditation, we will join together in finger-tracing a labyrinth walk, using the 
image provided (on page 2; sourced from www.relax4life.com). 

Guides for a Labyrinth Meditation experience 
• Create an intention for your walk: pose a query for wisdom or clarity; name a concern 

you wish to receive guidance for; state a prayer you hold for a loved one… 
• Pilgrimage into the center of the labyrinth to release, clear, or ask per intention;  
• At the center hold your intention for a few moments of mindful awareness;  
• Journey out with clarity and spaciousness for the info of wisdom or perspective. 
• At the completion of the Labyrinth, offer gratitude; you may wish to journal any wisdom, 

awareness, or experiences from the Labyrinth meditation. 



 

Color in the labyrinth above using crayons, colored pencils etc.  Use as many colors as possible; this will make it easier for 
your eyes to follow your “walking” finger.  Choose a walking finger and breathe smoothly.  As you trace the path (from the 
outside opening at the bottom to the center, move at whatever pace feels right for you.  As you do so, you may opt to: 
 

a. Quiet your mind 
b. Pray for yourself or someone else 
c. Keep a question in mind and feel the question using your emotions 
 

At the center, pause and take several slow deep breathers (keeping your finger inside the center or place your hands 
comfortably on your lap).  Here, many believe you are the closest to the center of your spirit and greater insight is available.  
When ready to leave the center, or feel satisfied (like after eating a good meal) retrace the path back out to the entrance (which 
now becomes the exit point).  Upon leaving the labyrinth, be grateful and thankful for the opportunity to bring divine strength 
and insight back with you into your daily life. 
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